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NEWSLETTER 

Dear Members. 

There is no report from the Victor Harbor camp this year. Unfortunately we 

had to cancel this camp due to lack of numbers. 

With Members, Demonstrators, and Committee there would have been 

only 13 attending, and one of those was a husband. Numbers have been 

dwindling over the last couple of years, and the camp has run at a loss.   

The loss this year would have been too great to absorb, so the Committee 

made the decision at a special meeting to cancel the camp. 

Charges at this camp are for a minimum number of 30 people, so even 

with only 13 we would have been paying for 30. This minimum number 

has increased over the years from 21, to 25, and now 30. We have not 

booked again for next year. 

At this time we are still going ahead with Melrose camp this year. This 

camp is charged per person with a much smaller minimum number. Again 

this will be reviewed closer to the date, which is October 19th —22nd. This 

camp is different, as you all bring your machine and have a whole week-

end of uninterrupted knitting.  Melrose is at the foot of Mt Remarkable in 

the beautiful Flinders Ranges. If you don’t drive, but would like to go, con-

tact the committee and we can organise a lift with some-one. 

Diane Chamber’s workshop is 7th July at Payneham club rooms, and July 

10th at Pt Pirie. The enrolment form for this is on page 3 in this news letter. 

Diane is a very talented demonstrator and part of her workshop this time 

will be taking measurements and designing your own garments. Cost for 

this is $35.00 for members and $45.00 for non-members. Again, numbers 

attending Diane’s workshops, will determine if we go ahead next year with 

a visiting demonstrator. 

What do Members want from the Association? Would you prefer to 

see more one-day work- shops with visiting demonstrators, or bring your 

machine for a whole day of knitting? If you have any ideas on what to do 

or who you would like to see, contact the Secretary, Jill Rashleigh 

...Continued on page 2 
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   ………….Continued from page 1 

Have you started your Show Knitting yet?  

Entry forms for Adelaide need to be in by June, country shows closer to the show dates.  

Most shows have a web page for you to check what shows are coming up and what dates they 

are held.  

Please read the show schedule carefully and make sure you are entering in the right section.  

Happy Knitting,  

Wendy 

DIANE CHAMBERS WORKSHOP 

Payneham Club Rooms Saturday 7
th

 July. 

Pt Pirie Club Rooms Tuesday 10
th

 July. 

 

Part of Diane’s workshop will be taking measurements to design your own garments. You will 

need to bring. Note Book, Pencil, Tape Measure, Calculator, and bring or wear a blouse. 

Diane will also be showing Double and Single bed Colour Changers, Increasing and Decreasing 

with Garter Bar, Pull up Weaving, and Rib Transfer Carriage. I am sure there will be something of 

interest for every-one. 

Please come along and make this a most enjoyable and learning day. Diane comes a long way 

and it would not be fair to her to only have a few people attend. Like the camps, we have a     

minimum number that we have to pay for, as well as air fare and motel accommodation in Port 

Pirie. The minimum number is at least 12 at each workshop.  

You will find the enrolment form on page 3 in this issue of the newsletter. 

We need to know by email by15th June, whether  or not you are attending either of Diane’s 

workshops.   Payment is due a week later. 

Wendy 

MELROSE CAMP 

19
th

—22
nd

 October 2018 

After having to cancel Victor Harbor camp this year, we are asking for an expression of interest 

for Melrose. We do not want to be in the same position of having to cancel again only two weeks 

out from the dates booked. 

An ‘expression of interest’ form will be in the August Newsletter. It is to be returned by end of   

August with a non refundable deposit of $20.00. Final booking, to be in by the end of September. 

Cancelling the Victor Harbor camp cost the Association not only the deposit of $500.00, but also 

a large percentage of what the account would have been. This was still cheaper than if we had 

gone ahead with the camp. 

Wendy 
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DIANE CHAMBERS WORKSHOPS 
  

Diane will be visiting South Australia again in July 2018 and conducting two workshops, one in 

Adelaide and one in Port Pirie.   

Each workshop will be divided into two sections:  a smorgasbord of techniques in the 

morning, and a session involving taking measurements and developing patterns to fit 

those measurements in the afternoon. 

 

WHEN: Saturday 7
th
 July 2018 at Payneham Community Centre (Payneham Road) 

    Tuesday 10
th
 July 2018 at Port Pirie Club Rooms (Old Railway Station) 

  
COST: $35 for members and $45 for non-members 
  
TIME: 9.30 for 10.00am start – finishing around 4.00pm 
  
LUNCH: BYO lunch – morning tea will be provided 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
REGISTRATION FORM FOR DIANE CHAMBERS WORKSHOPS 
  
NAME   ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
ADDRESS   …………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
POST CODE   ……………..TELEPHONE   ………………………………………… 
  
EMAIL   ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
WORKSHOP (Please circle) PAYNEHAM  7

th
 July. PORT PIRIE 10

th
 July  

  
FINAL DATE FOR PAYMENT AND REGISTRATION—to be received by Friday 22nd June   
  
METHOD OF PAYMENT: 
  

Cheque or money order made out to Machine Knitters Association of South Australia Inc. and 
send to: 

  
Rita Divine, PO Box 228, Modbury North SA 5092 

  

OR 
  

Pay by Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) BankSA BSB 105-135 Account 065 312940 
AND post or email the receipt and form to Rita. 
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Thankyou. 

My brother Eric and I, along with our families would like to say thankyou to those who sent cards 

and messages of sympathy on the recent loss of Mum, Joy Taylor. 

Thankyou to those who attended her funeral and spoke to us before and after the funeral. 

We would also like to say a big thankyou to Jill Rashleigh whose offer to help us go through 

Mum’s machine knitting gear was gratefully accepted, and she has been such a great help to 

us.   It has been a big job and without Jill’s help we would have no idea what to do with every-

thing. 

Patricia Tonkin 

(Joy Taylor’s daughter) 

 

 

VALE JOY TAYLOR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are sad to report that Joy Taylor, a foundation member of the Machine Knitters Association of 

SA Inc., passed away on 25 January 2018 after a short illness. 

Joy started machine knitting in the 1970s and progressed rapidly from a learner on an Empisal 

push button machine to a teacher well known throughout the machine knitting world both in    

Australia and overseas.  She travelled to the UK, USA and New Zealand attending seminars and 

catching up with other knitters and she regularly submitted articles to magazines.   

She loved her Bother machines and was a keen advocate of using the Knit Leader.  “Have you 

done a swatch?” was her regular refrain when asked why something did not fit, and “Did you 

write it down?” when faced with a problem!   

She enjoyed her Electronic machine and her garter carriage, making many baby clothes and 

blankets for her favourite charity.  In recent times she become fascinated by the plastic LK150 

mid-gauge machine and finally bought one.  She had a lot of fun with this machine and was al-

ways keen to show off her latest creations.  

Joy was an enthusiastic supporter of machine knitting and the Association – she will be sadly 

missed. 
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How are you going with  
your show entries? 

 

(I’m not having much luck!    
Everything I have knitted since  

the beginning of the year  
has been given away as  
much appreciated gifts.  

Oh well!   I’ll keep on knitting!—Gillian) 
 

We’re aiming for at least one 
entry  

per knitter! 

Smithfield Machine Knitters Club has a new home. 

They now meet at the Elizabeth Downs Girl Guide Hall, Coleman Road, Elizabeth Downs. 

Meeting times have not changed—first and third Mondays of each month, except when a public 

holiday falls on that day.    

The hall is between the Elizabeth Downs Shops on Hamblynn Road, and the Elizabeth Downs 

School, on the corner of a service road between the shops and the service station.   

Buses 228 (from the city) and 441 (from Elizabeth or Smithfield railway stations) stop at the 

shops on Hamblynn Road.   Walk to the hall along the service road (or walk up Campbell Road, 

and turn left at Coleman Road—in other words, walk all the way round the perimeter of the 

shops) 

Royal Adelaide Show 

Closing Date 22nd June. 

Gawler Show                      

24-26 August 

Closing date ? 

Murray Bridge   

22-24 September 

Closing date ? 

Callington Show               

25th October 

Closing date                     

14th October. 
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 Ode to a Frustated Machine Knitter. 

I looked in the window, my eye had a gleam, 

Yes, that’s what I need, a knitting machine“. 

Simple to use, and easy to pay, 

You can make a dress in less than a day. 

 

Now to convince Dad, the family will gain, 

We’ll have them all knitting in rib, purl and plain. 

The family will be dressed best in the town, 

From baby’s layette to Teeny’s ball gown. 

 

Now we’ve installed our new inovation, 

The hardest part was to find a location. 

The lessons are next. Yes, yes I say, 

I understand that, now out of my way. 

 

Cast on with a comb, wasn’t that quick! 

Take your carriage back and forth, it isn’t a trick. 

Buttons and levers for twiddlers and twitchers, 

Push the wrong one, woops off come the stitches. 

 

Take it all off and start again, 

Don’t lose your temper, count up to ten. 

The waste on the floor grows higher and higher, 

I begin to think I was a gullible buyer. 

I’ve made a jumper, success at last,  

It took a while, I couldn’t go fast. 

Maybe the tension wasn’t quite right, 

But the mistake in the back won’t show at night. 

 

Perhaps it might work. If I keep my cool, 

We all might be sporting Australian wool. 

I’ll try it again, because of the hitches! 

Across with the carriage, woops off come the stitches. 

 

(for obvious reasons, anon.) 
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ADAPTED FROM PASSAP PATTERN 

by 

WENDY SMITH 

 

2 ends Cashmillon or 3ply.  

Any small tuck stitch pattern. 

Tension 1. Cast on Full Needle Rib over      

needles 25/23 on both beds. (note there are no 

circular rows)  

Slide lever on 1 (Brother Machine).   

Hang comb and weights.  

Set ribber side levers to Hold,  select every   

alternate needle on ribber and bring to E       

position.  

Tension 3/3 Knit 3  rows.   

Side levers to N knit 8 rows. 

Insert punch card, knit 1 row to select pattern. 

RC 000, both tuck buttons in on top bed, knit 56 

rows. Knit 11 rows FNR.  

Transfer ribber stitches to top bed, knit 1 row.  

Transfer every alternate stitch on top bed to  

adjacent needle.  

Knit 1 row in a looser tension. Cut yarn leaving 

a long thread.  

Take hat off needles and pull up tight.  

Sew side seam, turn up edge on bottom.  

For larger size increase number of stiches by 

multiples of 4. 

For  bonnet sew back seam half way up tuck 

pattern.  

Knit tubular for ties. 

 

 

 

24 stitches x 40 rows. 

SHOWS 

I looked up country shows on the computer, and found a list of shows and their dates, but very 

few have published their closing dates.   Many of them have discontinued knitting of any sort.   

This is very disappointing.   One show had only one section for machine knitting, in amongst 

various handcrafts. 

Do you know of any other shows, other than I have listed on page 5, that still have knitting/

machine knitting sections?   If so, please email me, so that I can let other knitters know.   We 

need to support our local shows, to keep our craft alive and “out there.”  ———Gillian 
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FOR SALE 

Empisal 620 Top Bed and Ribber with instruction book and cards $150 ono 

Brother Transfer Carriage KA 7100 

Brother Intarsia Carriage Model KH 2600    $30 

Single hole punch 1/8"      $4 

Garter Stitch attachment       $15 

Brother card sets        $5 

Blank card sets of 10        $5 

Various books 

Contact Shirley Jones on 8255 3473 (Has message bank) 

MOCK RIB SKI HAT       Jill Rashleigh December 2017 

Yarn   : 8 ply yarn (wool or acrylic) 

Machine  : Standard Gauge  

Stitch Size  : 9 or 10 depending on thickness of yarn 

Needle Setup : 1.1…1.1…1.1…1.1…1.1…1.1 

Pattern Source : Adapted from a pattern in News & Views by Rosalind Porter 

1.  E-wrap cast on over required needles. 
2. Knit number of rows required. 
3. Pick up long loop of hem onto the middle needle of the 3 needles out of work. 
4. Knit one row. 
5. Transfer to EON – set up now 1…1…1…1 
6. Knit 3-4 rows on lower stitch size (4 full numbers less). 
7. Take off on a thread, mattress stitch together and turn up brim. 

 

Grey Baby 
Hat 

78/77 sts 103 rows  SS9 - 48R Grey 8R Black 
47R Grey 

35-45cm head 
22cm length 

Crows Child 
hat 

88/87 sts 127 rows SS10+ 16R Yellow, 16R Red, 
64R Navy, 16R Red, 
15R Yellow 

40-50cm head 
26cm length 
79gm weight 

Power Child 
Hat 

88/87 sts  119 rows SS10+ 20R White, 20R Teal, 
40R Black, 20R Teal, 
19R White 

40-50cm head 
27cm length 
86gm weight 

Blue Teen 
Adult Hat 

98/97 sts 155 rows SS10 140R Blue, 2R Black, 
2R Blue, 2R Black, 2R 
Blue, 2R Black, 2R 

45-55+cm head 
30cm length 
103gm weight 
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HAT FOR PREMATURE BABIES  for Passap by Ann Baker 

This pattern can be found as a free pattern on Ravelry.    

Click on the “download for free” button.  This will take you through to the Andycrafts page.    

Click on the “E6000 Machine baby cardigan and hat pattern can be found here” sentence. 

Patterns for a cardigan and a hat can then be printed off.  

Ann Baker appreciates photos of the finished products sent to the website.  

MKASA Newsletter appreciates them, too. 

Fisherman’s rib. 

E6000. No console required (or Passap Duo 80) 

3ply yarn or 2 strands 2/30s 

Cast on over 40 (46) (50) needles.   S/S 3.5/3.5 

N/EX Work 50 (60) (64) rows 

Ex/N Work 50 (60) (64) rows 

N/N 3 rows 

N/N S/S 2.5/2.5  2 rows. 

1 row 8/8 

Remove from machine on waste yarn, leaving a long thread.   Thread the end of main yarn through the 

last row of knitting and pull up tightly.   Stitch seam.    

Turn back lower edge to form brim. 

 

MACHINATIONS 

In between moving “house” the Smithfield Club’s unofficial theme lately has been “hats and more hats.” 

We’ve had Jill Rashleigh’s mock-rib ski hats.   My grand-daughter knitted one of those on my Brother bulky.   She’s 

now 13, and can sit at the machine, instead of having to stand to push the carriage across. 

Then Jill showed us a “hat with cheated cables” that she had knitted on the Passap.   This pattern is fully copyright, 

so many of the Smithfield Passap knitters bought the pattern.   I found that it came in three versions—Passap, 

Brother 860 and Brother Bulky 260.   I only bought one—the Passap.  We had some interesting “show and tell” with 

our hats.   To access the cheated cables hat, google search “knitted neatly by Strickschmiede on Etsy.” 

Because cooler weather should/could be upon us soon, it is time to knit some quick winter warmers, so a few hat 

patterns have been included in this month’s issue.   They have all been very stretchy, comfortable beanie-type hats 

for various sizes, from premature baby hats to adult sizes.   I like the cap-style hats, but so far these have been   

designs in my head, and not on my machine.   My grand-children keep asking for gifts of more and more home dyed 

socks, and so, along with all the other sorts of family commitments, I’m getting very behind in my projects 

A big concern to the Committee is the falling attendances at camps and demonstrations.   It is hoped that knitters 

interested in attending a function, notify the committee very early of their intentions, like sending an email saying “I’m 

coming, payment following,” or “Sorry, I won’t be there,” so that the committee knows whether to proceed with the 

booking, or to cancel it in time to salvage some of the money already invested in the event. 

Many thanks to the members who have submitted articles, photos and patterns to this issue.   Much more is needed.   

It would be great if someone in your club could put together some news about what you are doing (or maybe not 

doing!) or tell us about a club member who is new, or has been knitting for years, or was knitting years ago, or who 

is an inspiration to you.   This newsletter is for you, and about you, so your input is essential. 
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CHILD’S BOBBLE HAT (Passap) 

By Alice Wilmshurst 

Published in Machine Knitting Monthly 2013 

 

 

Pattern Rating—Ideal for beginners 

Yarn—2 ends of 2/30s acrylic or 1 end of 3ply 

 

Notes—The nine rows on N/N make the hat fit nicely. 

The racking is worked when there are no loops on the needles.   

It’s possible to rack when there are loops on the needles, but it gives and entirely different pattern 

so try it and you may like it better.    

If the seam is joined only a few inches from the crown and two strips (4 sts each bed, N/N, SS 3.5) 

are added, it makes a nice bonnet.    

Size can easily be altered by adding or subtracting stitches and rows. 

 

To knit.   Cast on 70 sts on each bed.    

Noting that a tubular cast-on would be too tight, N/N, handle down, using racking cast-on (set-up 

Ns), rack 1 turn to the left.   K 1 row, rack to the right.   K 3 rows N/N, SS 3.5 (for Duo 80).   Lock 

is now at left.    

Set back bed to N, front bed to EX, SS 4/4, RC 000 and K6 rows.    

Rack 1 complete turn to left, (lock at left), K6 rows.    

Rack 1 complete turn to right (lock at left).   Rep to RC 042.    

Change to N/N, SS 3.5 and K 9 rows.    

RC 000, lock at right, change to N/EX, SS 4/4 and K 6 rows.    

Rack 1 complete turn to left (lock at right).   K 6 rows.   Rack 1 complete turn to right (lock at right).   

Repeat to RC 102.    

RC 000, change to N/N, SS 3.5, K 8 rows.    

Bring all sts to front bed, handle up, change to black strippers, GX/N, change to SS 6 and K 8 

rows on front bed only.    

Transfer every alternate st to adjacent N, SS 5, K 8 rows.    

Break yarn, thread double-ended bodkin, take off all sts, thread through, pull tight and fasten off.    

Stitch seam, noting where hat turns up and reversing sewing.    

Add a pon-pon if liked. 

(Copied from the magazine.   The column was very narrow, and the print very small.   Hopefully, I left nothing out, or 

made other “losing my place” errors—Gillian) 
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FOR SALE 

Empisal 620 Top Bed and Ribber with instruction book and cards $150 ono 

Brother Transfer Carriage KA 7100     $30 

Brother Intarsia Carriage Model KH 2600   $30 

Single hole punch 1/8"      $4 

Garter Stitch attachment       $15 

Brother card sets        $5 

Blank card sets of 10        $5 

Various books 

Contact Shirley Jones on 8255 3473 (Has message bank) 

WANT TO BUY 

2 knitting machine tables in good condition 

Chris Pritchard Phone 0497 178 072 

T
h
a
n
k
y
o
u
 R

ita
. 
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  SUE  WHYTE 
6  BELINYA  COURT 
MODBURY  NORTH 

SA 5092 

3,4 ply  DK  SHAMAL. 

2,3,4 ply  SUPERWASH  PURE  WOOL 

4 ply  PURE  WOOL 

4 ply  RUTLAND  TWEED  PURE  WOOL 

3 ply NATURELL 

3 ply VELVETEEN 

70% ACRYLIC 30% COTTON 

 

For special prices 

Phone Sue (08) 8263 7003 

Country ladies use “OFF  PEAK” 

 

   Reynolds Bros. Sales & Service Pty. Ltd.  

      Sole Knitting Machine Distributor for Australia and New Zealand 

KNITTING MACHINE YARNS 

Clearance Sales Super Special  

For April and May 2018 Only 

2/28 Cashmillon   1Kg cone           $ 17.50 

2/25 Cashmillon woolblend   1Kg cone   $  23.50 

4ply Sable Crape  per cone              $ 20.00 

Fifty Fifty  per cone  wool/ Acyl              $ 22.00 

Silky Bramwell  per cone (no White)        $ 16.00  

Tamm Estilo   per cone                            $ 23.00 

4ply Magicolour by Denys Brunton          $ 19.00 

Venetia yarn 3 ply wool / rayon                $ 20.00 

Books & Magazines Half Price  

 

www.reynoldsbros.com.au 

john@reynoldsbros.com.au        

SINGER LK-150 Mid-Gauge Knitter No Ribber Available 

SINGER SK-280 Punch Card Knitter 

RB-KH-868 Standard Punch Card Knitter 

RB-KH-160/ 164 Mid-Gauge Knitter 

RB-KH-260 Bulky Punch Card Knitter 

 

Ribbing attachments are available for  

SK-280/RBKH-868/RBKH-160/RBKH-260 

New genuine spare parts available 

 

Brother Pre-punch cards Set (Vol 7 Fair Isle)   $ 5.00 

Brother Pre-punch cards Set (Vol 8 Fair Isle)   $ 5.00 

 

53 Carlton Parade CARLTON NSW 2218  

P.O.Box 4005 CARLTON NSW 22189            

Mobile: 0418 110.508   or   02 9587.5020  

 

New Knitting Machines are still 

manufactured and are available 

here in Australia 

ADVERTISING 

SPACE 

$25 per year for  

quarter page, 

and  

$50 per year for  

half page. 

Four issues—from       

November to August. 

http://www.reynoldsbros.com.au

